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Introduction
We are happy to present you with the 2019 edition of the Dutch IT labour market monitor.
Previous editions are still available at www.sterksen.com/downloads. With this new report we
would like to bring you up to speed with the trends in the Dutch 2018 IT labour market. We have
updated our reports with the latest developments and specific labour market data.
Over the last 12 months, we have seen a substantial increase in the shortage of junior and
mid-level IT professionals. This shortage is alarming and as an employer you need to take action.
This report provides a number of tips and suggestions to address this shortage, e.g. which factors
to take into consideration when you are looking to hire IT professionals. And also which hourly
rates and salary levels you need to consider. Both can be found in subject 5: drivers and
preferences - an appealing offer.
In addition we have noticed that foreign companies are setting up in the Netherlands and are
therefore searching the Dutch market for IT professionals. In addition, foreign companies are
hiring Dutch professionals to fill positions abroad, thereby decreasing the number of available
IT professionals in the Netherlands.
Note: Some figures in this report have changed in comparison with previous editions. We have
corrected the data concerning previous years to make comparison easier. This all is related to
improved Jobfeed technology and data, available since earlier this year. Be aware that as a result
of this, stats have changed (in some situations substantially). We hope this edition will once again
provide you with new insights into sourcing facts and figures, market competition and employee
drivers when you are devising a new strategy. We hope this 2019 report is of value to you, whether
you are an IT professional, a recruiter or an employer. Enjoy reading.
All questions, remarks and additions are welcome at info@sterksen.com. When more specific
questions arise, feel free to contact us.
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1

Demand
and shortage
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The IT labour market in the Netherlands is
struggling with extreme shortages, especially
with regard to filling positions of junior and
medior IT professionals. There’s a huge increase in
the number of IT vacancies. Not just in the Randstad,
but in all the other provinces as well, 4 out of 5 job
openings published online can’t be filled by active
job seekers. And even though the total number
of IT professionals has increased, the demand is
cleary higher.
Because of their inability to fill IT positions, many
companies are struggling with their core activities.
Expanding your search profiles to seniors may
help, because the majority of senior
self-employed IT professionals are open to
working again as employees.
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Increased supply of IT professionals
The total number of IT professionals has grown, mainly because of an increase in senior
IT professionals on the payroll. This is partly caused by former mid-career IT professionals now
becoming seniors. Another cause is the influx in this category of senior IT professionals who
were not working in the IT sector last year. The third cause is the influx of senior self-employed
IT professionals who have become employees. There is also an increase in the number of junior
self-employed IT professionals (after a decrease in 2017), while the number of mid-career and
senior self-employed IT professionals shows a decline. The distribution of gender is becoming
more unequal, especially among self-employed IT professionals.

Number of IT professionals in 2018
IT professionals
on payroll

Junior

Mid-career

Senior

< 4 years work experience

4-10 years work experience

> 10 years work experience

362,000

21,000

61,000

280,000

-5% compared to 2017

-3% compared to 2017

+13% compared to 2017

+9% compared
to 2017

IT professionals on Dutch labour market

404,000
17% 83%

Self-employed
IT professionals

+7% compared to 2017

Junior

Mid-career

Senior

< 4 years work experience

4-10 years work experience

> 10 years work experience

42,000

1,500

5,000

35,500

-7% compared
to 2017

+50% compared to 2017

-20% compared to 2017

-7% compared to 2017

Side note when interpreting growth percentages:
Be aware that percentages of low figures seem relatively more extreme
(e.g. growth percentages of self-employed juniors).

9%

91%

Source: Intelligence Group (2019)
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Huge increase in the number of unique
vacancies published online in 2018
Of the additional 31,800 online job vacancies in 2018, only a small part (6,750) can be explained
by the inclusion of ‘new’ professions in the category of IT professions in Jobfeed. Previously,
professions like Change manager, Scrum Master, Team leader IT, Machine Learning Engineer,
EPM specialist, and R&D IT Engineer had too few vacancies to be included but have recently
experienced such growth that they are now included in this category.

Total amount of published unique IT job vacancies

+27%
-6%

+23%
128,300

151,600

-1%

120,800

119,800

2016

2017

104,400

2014

2015

2018

Side note:
Vacancies which have not been published online are not recorded in these figures. Actual demand is possibly higher than the figures show.
Source: Jobfeed (2019)
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.Net programmer now more demanded than
Java developer. Web developers are still the
most demanded IT profession
Highest growth in demand for IT teamleaders.

Top 5 most demanded IT jobs (highest number of vacancies 2018)
Number of vacancies 2018

1 Web developer

13,490
11,167

2 Php programmer
3

.Net programmer

9,932

4 Java developer

8,066
6,210

5 Software tester

Top 5 fastest growing IT jobs (highest vacancy growth 2017-2018)
Number of vacancies 2018

1 IT Teamleider*

770

Business Intelligence developer

4 Machine Learning Engineer
5 Solutions Architect

331%

599

2 Scrum Master
3

Growth

267%
252%

732

148%

320
991

107%

* This role entails managing project, product owners and scrum teams; implementing strategy in the team; monitoring IT professionals’
performance, managing implementation of systems; process optimisation, and planning.
Source: Jobfeed (2019)
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4 out of 10 IT Professional Services companies
still experience limitations in production/
activities due to labour shortages
As in 2017, labour shortage is still much more extreme for IT (43%) than for the total Dutch labour
market (24%). Strong fluctuations can be observed within the year.

Labour shortage
50%

43%

45%
40%
35%
30%

24%

25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0
Q1 Q2

Q3

2014
IT Services

Q4 Q1 Q2

Q3

Q4 Q1 Q2

2015

Q3

2016

Q4 Q1 Q2

Q3

2017

Q4

Q1 Q2

Q3

2018

Q4 Q1
2019

Total Labour Market

Source: CBS (2019) – Conjunctuurenquête Nederland (COEN)
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The shortage based on job vacancies has
become more extreme: there are now 5 job
vacancies for each active job seeker
Amongst juniors and mid-careers the shortage is showing an extreme increase, primarily due
to the large growth in job vacancies. For seniors, the shortage remains stable; so if you’re having
trouble recruiting mid-career IT professionals, expanding your search profile to seniors might
pay off.

JUNIOR

MID-CAREER

SENIOR

? ? ? ? ?
? ? ? ? ?

? ? ? ? ?

? ? ? ? ?

? ? ? ? ?

? ? ? ? ?

? ? ? ? ?

?

? ? ? ? ?
Active job seekers
1,500
Job vacancies
37,800
Supply versus demand 2018
1:25
Supply versus demand 2017
1:15

Active job seekers
6,250
Job vacancies
96,250
Supply versus demand 2018 1:15
Supply versus demand 2017 1:10

Active job seekers
23,250
Job vacancies
17,550
Supply versus demand 2018
1:1
Supply versus demand 2017
1:1

Side note:
Reported numbers of active job seekers are of IT professionals on the payroll only; self-employed IT professionals are excluded from these
figures. Vacancies which not have been published online are not recorded in these figures. Actual demand is therefore possibly higher than the
figures suggest and thus scarcity possibly understated.
Source: Intelligence Group, Jobfeed (2019)
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In all provinces, demand exceeds availability
The majority of available IT talent is situated in Zuid-Holland, Noord-Holland and Noord-Brabant.
The demand is greatest in the Randstad provinces (Noord-Holland, Zuid-Holland, Utrecht).
Scarcity of IT professionals increased in Drenthe, Zuid-Holland, Zeeland and Noord-Brabant.
At the same time it showed a decrease in Groningen, Overijssel, Gelderland, Noord-Holland
and Limburg. The number of vacancies published online increased in all provinces; differences
in scarcity between provinces are mainly caused by differences in development of the number
of active job seekers.

Supply versus demand per province
1:4

The colour explains the shortage in terms
of supply versus demand.

1:3
1:3

Supply and demand are in balance. No shortage
There is a considerable shortage of talent: the demand
exceeds the available talent

1:5

There is an extreme shortage of talent:
the demand exceeds the available talent

1:4
1:3

2:5
1:7

1:4
1:3

1:4

2:5

Province
Noord-Holland
Zuid-Holland
Utrecht
Noord-Brabant
Gelderland
Overijssel
Limburg
Groningen
Flevoland
Friesland
Drenthe
Zeeland

Scarcity
development

=

=
=

Development number
of active seekers in ‘18
compared to ‘17

139%
83%
105%
84%
171%
155%
306%
283%
188%
148%
63%
52%

Development online
vacancies in ‘18
compared to ‘17

120%
125%
136%
138%
149%
147%
129%
132%
136%
139%
136%
149%
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Source: Intelligence Group, Jobfeed (2019)

For two consecutive years, Noord-Holland has
been publishing most online vacancies in
foreign languages in order to attract expats
to supplement the available talent in the
Netherlands
Most expats in the Netherlands come from Germany and the United Kingdom. The Amsterdam
region is home to most of these. The most popular cities for them to live in are Amstelveen and
Wassenaar. Most of the expats work on The Zuidas, in large technology companies, international
institutions and embassies. (Source: NRC, CBS & Principle properties)

Number of available talent
per province within the
Netherlands

Province
Zuid-Holland
Noord-Holland
Noord-Brabant
Gelderland
Utrecht
Overijssel
Limburg
Groningen
Flevoland
Friesland
Drenthe
Zeeland

Amount of available
talent in total (active
and non-active)

86,050
72,900
61,900
48,350
43,450
22,850
21,100
9,200
9,150
8,450
6,750
3,700

Share of online vacancies in
other languages than Dutch
per province

Province

2017

2018

Zuid-Holland
Noord-Holland
Noord-Brabant
Gelderland
Utrecht
Overijssel
Limburg
Groningen
Flevoland
Friesland
Drenthe
Zeeland

21%
18%
11%
19%
9%
7%
9%
6%
6%
6%
9%
8%

21%
21%
19%
18%
11%
8%
8%
7%
6%
6%
6%
6%

Source: Jobfeed (2019)
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Not only in the “Randstad” (Noord-Holland,
Zuid-Holland, Utrecht) and Noord-Brabant,
but now also in the rest of Dutch provinces,
4 out of 5 online published job openings
cannot be filled by active job seekers
Supply versus demand per region
• Supply versus demand in terms of active job seekers : vacancies.
• The size of the circles indicates the number of active job seekers; a larger circle indicates
a larger market.
• The colour indicates which provinces belong to the “Randstad” and which are the other
provinces.

2017

2018

Randstad+ Noord Brabant
Active jobseekers: 15,550
Job vacancies: 74,400

1:5

Randstad+ Noord Brabant
Active jobseekers: 20,750
Job vacancies: 99,500

1:3

Other provinces
Active jobseekers: 12,250
Job vacancies: 45,300
Source: Intelligence Group, Jobfeed (2019)

1:5

1:5

Other provinces
Active jobseekers: 10,200
Job vacancies: 52,100
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2

Influx of
workforce students and
juniors

15

The popularity of IT studies keeps increasing.
However, the dropout rate among applied
IT sciences keeps increasing as well. No other
academic study has such a high dropout rate
(58%). Among other things, we expect this is
because even during their studies, IT students
are already receiving attractive work offers from
employers and start working. Once employed, they
receive specialist training or follow courses which
better suit their jobs than the subjects they study
in university.
One out of three IT graduates doesn’t start
working in IT, but chooses to begin their career
in another field, e.g. education, media and
telecommunications.
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Popularity of IT studies keeps increasing
Development of IT students and graduates
45,000

+9%
40,000

+9%

13,544
32,015
11,689

29,178

30,000

10,667

26,660
9,432

20,000

23,938

22,344

20,326

15,000

15,047

35,888

+10%

35,000

25,000

38,985

+12%

18,511

17,228

10,000
5,000
0

1,710
2,026

2014
Applied sciences Students

1,931

2,222

2,688

2,146

2,241

2,402

2015
Academic Students

2016

2017

Applied sciences Graduates

2018*
Academic Graduates

* Data of the graduates in 2018 has not yet been published.

Side note:
Some figures are slightly different from the previous year’s reports due to continuous improvement of the underlying data. Data of the most
recent year is preliminary. The most recent presentations of figures are leading.
Source: Dienst Uitvoering Onderwijs (DUO), 2019
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An increasing percentage of IT students
graduates at academic level
The supply of vacancies should adapt to the change in level of education of young IT professionals.

Development of IT graduates per level of education

54%
53%

53%

Academic
Students

47%

Applied
sciences
Students

50%

47%
46%

2014

2015

2016

2017

Source: Dienst Uitvoering Onderwijs (DUO), 2019
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Campus recruitment should focus on bachelor
IT studies at Universities of Applied Sciences
Artificial Intelligence has become the most popular academic master IT study; the number of
students enrolled in this study has increased with 38% compared to 2017. The Embedded Systems
master is now in the top 3 of academic master IT studies, and Computing Science is now also
offered as a bachelor study.

Most popular academic IT studies (in
number of students in 2018, all grades)

Most popular applied sciences IT
studies (in number of students in
2018, all grades)

Bachelor
1 IT Applied Sciences
2 Information Science
3 Business IT & Management

17,000
4,150
1,650

1 Technical Information Science
2 Information Science
3 Artificial Intelligence

2,850
1,650
1,350

Master

Only 42,6% of the IT applied sciences students
who started their education in 2012 has
graduated after 5 years. This number keeps
decreasing over the last few years. One third of
the acadamic IT students drop out in the first
study year, no other academic study has a
drop-out rate this high. Source: AGconnect.nl
(january 2019)

New applied sciences IT studies in
2018
Data-driven Design [M]

50

1
2
3

Artificial Intelligence
Computer Science
Embedded systems

1,050
900
450

New academic IT studies in 2018

Data-driven Design [M]

400

Source: Dienst Uitvoering Onderwijs (DUO), 2019
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The majority of junior IT talent from a University
of Applied Sciences study graduates in the
southern or western part of the country
Most Universities of Applied Sciences present an increase in the number of graduates compared
to 2017. Some show a slight decrease: NHL Stenden, Windesheim and Hogeschool van Arnhem
en Nijmegen, Breda University of Applied Sciences.

Applied Sciences graduates per university of Applied Sciences

95

65

268
228
65

81

136

149

5
22

154

215

209

420
227

63

Side note:
NHL Hogeschool and Stenden Hogeschool merged into the NHL Stenden Hogeschool in 2018.
Source: Dienst Uitvoering Onderwijs (DUO), 2019
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The majority of junior IT talent from a University
graduated in the “Randstad”
All Universities except Delft University of Technology and Leiden University present an increase in
the number of graduates compared to 2017.

Academic graduates per university

175

307
443
134
412

256

171

96
292

118

214

63

Source: Dienst Uitvoering Onderwijs (DUO), 2019
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The number of IT professionals with an
educational background in IT or related studies
is increasing again
Development of educational background of IT Professionals
80%
70%

66%

68%

64%

63%

Information
Science/IT

58%

60%
50%
40%

Other:
Marketing,
Financial,
behavior and
society, Communications

30%
20%
10%

19%

16%
13% Technology
12% Business
6% Adminstration
6% Economics
Mathematics/
Natural Science

12%
12%
9%
8%

0%
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Source: Intelligence Group (2019)
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Three out of four of last year’s IT students want
an employed position after gradution
One out of three IT graduates prefers their career start in a non IT / Automation discipline.

Plans of last year’s IT students after graduation
I will search for a job
in the Netherlands

75%

26%

I will start a new education

20%

I will apply for a traineeship

16%

I will travel (the world)

I will search for a job abroad

15%

I wil l start as a self-employer

15%

I will apply for a (temporary)
internship to gain experience

9%

Most popular disciplines to look for a job after
graduation among last year’s IT students
IT/Automation
Design/graphic
Consultancy/advise
Engineering
Marketing
Quality management/process improvement

69%
17%
13%
10%
8%
8%
23

Source: Intelligence Group (2019)

One out of three IT graduates works at
university education job level, while one out
of two IT graduates has a university degree
One out of two ICT starters (<3
years of experience) works on a
higher professional education job
level
6%

16% of ICT starters (<3 years of
experience) work on a lower
job level than their educational
level
4% 2%

7%
16%

39%
48%

Secondary vocational education level 4
Senior general secondary education/pre-university education
Higher professional education
University education

78%

Job level matches education level
Job level is lower than education level
Job level is higher than education level
Unknown

Source: Intelligence Group (2019)
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More than one out of three IT starters works in
a sector other than IT
Education, media and telecommunications, and advisory, consulting and professional services
are the most popular alternatives. It is striking that the top 10 of most common positions among
starters are in line with the most demanded positions (see earlier in this report), except in the case
of software testers. The latter are in high demand, but starters fill this position less frequently. Also,
the positions in which starters are working don’t include most of the fastest growing positions
(see earlier in this report). These include managerial positions and positions that may require more
work experience. Recruitment for these positions could focus more on the seniors group.

Sectors in which most IT starters
(<3 years experience) work

Information &
Communication technology

Most common positions
among IT starters
(<3 years experience)
58%

1 Programmer
2 Software engineer

Education

Media & Telecommunications

5%

4%

3 Web developer
4 Application manager
5 Java developer

Advisory/Consulting/
Professional Services

4%

6 Multimedia designer
7 Graphic designer

National Governement

4%

Other business services
(including call centers,
congresses

2%

Health & Welfare care

2%

Financial sector

2%

8 Programmer c, c++, c#
9 IT consultant
10 System developer

25
Source: Intelligence Group (2019)

3

Looking
for a job

26

41,500 IT professionals were actively looking for
a new job last year, an increase of 4% with regard
to the previous year. There’s a strong increase of
IT professionals switching employers. Men,
opposed to women, mostly change jobs because
of dissatisfaction with their current job.
Women display less initiative to change jobs than
men. They attach more importance to secondary
employment conditions such as flexible hours
and working from home, whereas men emphasize
salary.
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Compared to 2017, a smaller number (10%) of
all IT professionals (41,500) are actively looking
for a new job, even though in absolute figures
there are 1.000 extra professionals looking for a
new job
9% of IT professionals on the payroll are actively seeking a job, which is substantially lower than
the average in the general workforce (13%). 25% of self-employed IT professionals are looking for a
new assignment, which is slightly less than the average activity amongst all Dutch self-employed
workers (26%). More seniors are actively seeking a new job.

Are you looking for a new job?
On payroll

Self-employed

9% (31,000)

25% (10,500)

+11% compared to 2017

10%

of all IT professionals
are actively looking
for a new job

Junior

-12% compared to 2017

Mid-career

Senior

< 4 years work experience

4-10 years work experience

> 10 years work experience

(41,500)

9% (2,000)

11% (7,500)

10% (32,000)

+4% compared
to 2017

-20% compared to 2017

-6% compared to 2017

+8% compared to 2017

Side note:
Figure only includes the actively seeking IT professionals
for each category. The large
displayed percentages for each
category refer to the relative
share of IT professionals in
that category who are actively
seeking. The smaller displayed
percentages at the bottom of
each box refer to the increase
(green) or decrease (red) in
absolute numbers of actively
seeking IT professionals in
2018 relative to 2017.
Source: Intelligence Group (2019)

Female

Male

11% (7,500)

10% (34,000)

-12% compared to 2017

+8% compared to 2017

Non-Dutch
inhabitants

Dutch
inhabitants

13% (8,500)

10% (33,000)

-6% compared to 2017

+7% compared to 2017
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Although IT professionals remained as active
looking for a job as in 2017, there is a strong
increase in the number of IT professionals who
switched employers in 2018 (11%) compared
to previous years (9% in 2016/2017)
It seems that more passively seeking IT professionals (open to a new job, but not actively seeking)
switched jobs in 2018, especially women. There is a slight decrease in mobility for self-employed
IT professionals.

Did you change jobs/get new assignments in the past 12 months at
a new employer/client?

IT professionals
on payroll who
joined a new employer

11% (41,000)

Junior

Mid-career

Senior

< 4 years work experience

4-10 years work experience

> 10 years work experience

30% (6,500)

16% (9,500)

9% (25,000)

+12% compared to 2017

+47% compared to 2017

+32% compared
to 2017

+18% compared to 2017

17% 10%

New assignment at
a new client

New assignment at
a current client

New assignment at
a previous client

41% (16,500)

31% (12,500)

38% (15,000)

+14% compared to 2017

+3% compared to 2017

Self-employed
IT professionals with
new assignment

-11% compared to 2017

84% (35,000)
-4% compared
to 2017

Side note when interpreting number of new assignments: Self-employed
IT professionals may have received more than one type of new assignments in the past
12 months; therefore the total amount of new assignments (44.000) exceeds the total
amount of professionals (35.000)
Source: Intelligence Group (2019)
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91% 83%

The main reason for men to change jobs last year was that they were dissatisfied with their current
job. For women who changed jobs, the prime reason was that they got an internal promotion or
received a permanent contract.
On the various reasons for changing jobs, women score lower than men when own initiative is
involved.

Main reasons for men and women for a job change that took place over the
last 12 months
18%

I started looking for something else because
I was dissatisfied with my previous job

25%
21%

Promotion/internal promotion/
contract extension

13%
13%

I started looking for something else because
I was ready for a new challenge

18%
15%

I have been approached/asked to come and
work somewhere else/have been offered a job

17%
13%

My contract was not renewed

6%
7%

Dismissal/reorganization/bankruptcy

9%
4%

I did not change jobs, it was my first job/
a new job/ an additional job
Change in private situation
(for example a relocation)

Otherwise, namely

9%
5%
2%
4%
2%

Source: Intelligence Group (2019)
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54% of senior self-employed IT professionals
are open to working again as an employee,
while 60% of the mid-career IT professionals
are open giving up their self-employed status

Would you like to work again as an employee?

47%

46%
40%

Senior

44%

Mid-career

13%
10%

Yes

Maybe

No

Side note: The sample of juniors for this question in our research was too
small to make a reliable statement about this particular topic
Source: Intelligence Group (2019)
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Approachability

4

32

The frequency with which professionals
are approached decreases with age for senior
professionals. A large portion of the seniors of
46 and older are not approached, but would like to
be. Companies could focus more on approaching
and training this group of older professionals.
The preferred channels for approach have changed
little since 2017. E-mail and LinkedIn are still the
preferred channels for IT professionals who want
to be approached.
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Of the 51,500 IT professionals who are not
approached but who want to be, more than
half (26,100) of them are 46 years or older
It is advisable for companies to approach this group and to invest in retraining of these slightly
older IT professionals.

Which IT professionals want to be approached while they are
not approached?
Numer of IT professionals
who want to be
approached, but are not

20%
50%
30%

up to 30 years
31-35 years
36-40 years
41-45 years
46-50 years
51-55 years
56-60 years
61-65 years
66 years or older

4,800
5,300
7,500
7,700
8,600
6,400
6,900
3,900
300

Up to 35 years
36-45 years
46 years or older

Source: Intelligence Group (2019)
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Slightly fewer people are never approached
for a job
On a monthly base, substantially more people are approached.
The increase in approach is smallest for seniors.

Who is frequently approched for a new job?
Has never been approached
Experience

2018

2017

2016

2015

Junior

17%

18%

25%

29%

Mid-career

17%

18%

19%

24%

Senior

23%

25%

31%

32%

Average

22%

23%

28%

30%

2018

2017

2016

2015

Junior

45%

39%

32%

28%

Mid-career

42%

38%

42%

39%

Senior

33%

29%

25%

26%

Average

35%

31%

28%

29%

88,000 IT professionals have
never been approached
51,500 of them want to
be approached! (13% of all
IT professionals has never
been approached but wants
to be approached)

Is approached monthly
Experience

Source: Intelligence Group (2019)
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The frequency of approach decreases with age
for senior IT professionals
On a monthly base, more younger than older seniors are approached. The older the senior, the
more often he or she is never approached for a new job.

Which seniors are least approached for a new job?
64%

51%
40%

39%
36%
27%
18%

>31 years

14%

31-35 years

Approached monthly

21%

18%

36-40 years

41-45 years

25%

46-50 years

31%

28%

27%

28%

22%

51-55 years

56-60 years

61-65 years

Never approached

Source: Intelligence Group (2019)
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Who is the IT professional that is never
approached?
It is striking that 42% of the IT professionals who are not approached do not want to be
approached at all.

Type of employment
91% on payroll
6% self-employed
3% without a job

Educational attainment
63% University of Applied Sciences
37% University

Level of experience
4% junior
13% mid-career
83% senior

Sex
77% male
23% female

Age
8% 19-30 years
35% 31-45 years
56% 46+ years

Residence
52% in the ‘Randstad’
14% in Noord-Brabant
13% in Gelderland

Labor market activity
11% actively searching
43% latent
46% non-active

Ethnicity
84% Dutch background
16% Migration background

Job changes
89% no job switch in 2018
(on payroll)
36% no assignment switch in 2018
(self- employed)

Sector of employment
39% works in IT, media & telecommunication
13% in public administration and
government services

Social media use
25% never uses social media

29% of those who would like to be
approached want this via LinkedIn
(vs. 54% of the approached)
6% of those who would like to be
		 approached want this via social media
		 (vs. 9% of the approached)
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75% of IT professionals would like to be
approached for a job
This percentage is relatively high compared to the 67% that obtains for the total Dutch workforce.
Little has changed since 2017 in the preferred channels for approach among IT professionals;
Email and LinkedIn are the preferred channels for those IT professionals that want to be
approached. LinkedIn is far more popular for IT professionals than for the total Dutch Workforce.
Senior IT professionals have a greater preference for being approached face-to-face than their less
experienced colleagues.

How do IT professionals want to be approached for a job?
50%
50%

E-mail

58%
49%
51%
49%

LinkedIn

49%
23%
13%
12%

Face-to-face

22%
21%
10%
20%

Telephone

20%
22%
8%

WhatsApp/
SMS

Junior
Mid-career

7%

Senior

8%
10%

Dutch workforce

Source: Intelligence Group (2019)
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5

Drivers and
preferences –
an appealing
offer
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IT professionals put a high value on
clarity about what the job entails when
searching for a new job, but this driver showed
an overall decrease. The option of working from
home and pension arrangements remain the most
important employee benefits, although junior
IT professionals also highly value vacation days
and education.
In addition to local companies and Dutch branches
of foreign companies, foreign companies abroad
are now also headhunting Dutch IT professionals.
Women in IT earn a lot less than their male
colleagues. This is partly because women tend to
fill different positions, but also because they prefer
to negotiate flexible hours or a part-time
contract rather than a higher salary.
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When sourcing IT professionals, employers should make clear what the job entails and who the
employer is. Although clarity about salary and job content became more important in 2018 for
junior IT professionals, the overall picture shows that IT professionals attach less importance to this
driver than a year ago.

Keep into consideration while sourcing IT professionals
71%

Clarity about what
the job entails

65%
65%
43%

Clarity about salary

51%
54%
48%
47%
44%

Clarity about who
the employer is

43%

Job links up with
my education/skills

37%
42%
30%

Clarity about the
work location

35%
40%

There is an actual
vacancy for me at
the moment

23%
23%
18%

Clarity about how
they found my
profile

13%
15%
13%
9%
10%
8%

Clear who the
contact person is

8%
7%
7%

Quick follow-up to
the (initial) contact

Junior
Time to decide on
a job offer

5%
5%
2%

Mid-career
Senior

Side note:
Percentages in green: increase compared to 2017
Percentages in black: no difference with 2017
Percentages in red: decrease compared to 2017
Source: Intelligence Group (2019)
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Besides the technology industry, consultancy and government remain the most desired industries
for IT professionals to work in. Art & culture shows increased popularity.

Top 10 most desired industries (next to the current industry)
Information &
Communication
technology

25%

Advisory/
Consulting/
Professional Services

20%

16%

National
Government
13%

Research
12%

Local Government

12%

Education

10%

Financial sector

9%

Media &
Telecommunications

Art & Culture

Sports & Recreation

8%

8%

2018
2017

Source: Intelligence Group (2019)
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Philips has taken over the number 1 position
from Google as most attractive employer
among IT professionals
* Het Rijk, Rijkswaterstaat and Microsoft are new top 10 players.
New top 10 employers publishing vacancies: CC Group, Rijksoverheid and Philips.

Top 10 top-of-mind favourite
employers for IT professionals

Top 10 employers IT professionals
in volume of published vacancies

1

Philips

1

ASML

2

Google

2

CGI

3

ING

3

ING

4

Shell

4

KPN

5

ASML

5

CC Group*

6

Politie

6

Rijksoverheid*

7

Het Rijk*

7

Philips*

8

Rijkswaterstaat*

8

Deloitte

9

Coolblue

9

Ministerie van Defensie

10

Microsoft*

10

Capgemini Nederland

Source: Intelligence Group (2019)

Source: Jobfeed (2019)
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When choosing an employer, working
atmosphere is now most important for juniors.
Seniors are relatively more keen on salary and
a permanent contract
Most important drivers when choosing an employer for IT professionals
48%

Good salary

51%
55%
51%

Working
atmosphere

42%
39%
45%

Job content

38%
39%
30%

Permanent
contract

33%
44%

Close to home/
acceptable
travelling time

30%
34%
39%
33%
34%
32%

Challenging work

Career
opportunities

35%
29%
13%
21%
22%
22%

Good secondary
employee benefits
Independency
in work

16%
18%
27%

Junior
19%
19%

Variety of work
15%

Mid-career
Senior

Side note:
Due to continuous improvement of the underlying data, flexible working hours have been grouped in employee benefits on the next page.
Source: Intelligence Group (2019)
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The possibility to work from home and pension
arrangements remain the most important
employee benefits
However, this mainly applies to senior IT professionals. Junior IT professionals also value the
possibility of working from home, but for them vacation days and education and training budget
are the next most important employee benefits. Since the expectations and wishes clearly differ
for the different experience levels, as an employer you should keep this in mind when hiring.

Top 10 most important employee benefits when choosing an employer
for IT professionals on payroll
51%

Possibility to work
from home

45%
52%
24%

Pension
arrangement

31%
44%
41%

Vacation days

38%
37%
39%

Travel allowance

40%
29%
30%
31%
30%

13th month
payment

40%

Education and
training budget

27%
22%
21%
22%
21%

Company car

23%

Company laptop/
tablet/phone
Bonus/profit
arrangement

20%
20%

Flexible
working
hours

41%
48%
53%

9%
20%
16%

Junior
Parking space near
the office

12%
10%
13%

Mid-career
Senior

Side note:
Due to continuous improvement of the underlying data, flexible working hours have been grouped in employee benefits.
Source: Intelligence Group (2019)
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Content of the assignment still the most
important driver for self-employed IT
professionals when choosing an assignment
The hourly rate and challenge of the assignment are becoming increasingly important over the
years.

Most important employee drivers when choosing an assignment
for self-employed IT professionals
Assignment
content

62%

Hourly rate
56%

Challenge of the
assignment

46%

Flexible
working hours

26%

Relationship with
the client

25%

Duration of the
assignment

24%

Acceptable
traveling time
22%

2016
Working
atmosphere

2017
21%

2018

Source: Intelligence Group (2019)
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IT professionals prefer working for medium
sized companies. Junior and mid-career IT
professionals are also interested in working for
small and medium-sized organisations
Seniors are relatively more interested in working for semi-government or non-profit organisations.

Preferred organization types
17%

Start-up

14%
11%

Small company
(1-10 employees)

15%
16%
16%
37%

Mid size company
(10-50 employees)

43%
32%
33%
34%

Small SME
(50-250 employees)

25%

Large company
(above 250
employees)

31%
26%
27%
30%

Multinational

21%
23%

(Semi)government/
non-profit

26%
23%
32%

Junior
No preference

21%
20%
22%

Mid-career
Senior

Source: Intelligence Group (2019)
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One out of five IT professionals is willing to
move abroad for a job and can therefore be
targeted by foreign companies
Junior IT professionals are more open to moving for a job than mid-career and senior professionals. The willingness to move for a job remains stable over the years. IT professionals are still more
willing to move for a job than the average of the total Dutch workforce. At present, flexibility is a
strong characteristic of junior professionals. This is reflected in their willingness to travel for their
work, to move, to live abroad, but also in possibilities like working from home, the number of job
changes, etc.

Willingness to move for a job

32%

Willing to move within
the Netherlands

Willing to move abroad

27%
20%

IT Professionals

15%

Total Dutch Workforce

48%

Willing to move within
the Netherlands

35%

28%
Willing to move abroad

20%
19%

Junior
Mid-career
Senior

Source: Intelligence Group (2019)
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The number of clients for self-employed IT
professionals again shows a strong increase in
the past year
Persistent problems in filling positions with permanent employees force employers to switch
to temporary hiring, resulting in a higher volume of temporary assignments for self-employed
professionals. Also, the majority of self-employed professionals (65%) work on multiple
assignments with multiple clients at the same time.

How many paid clients did you have in the past 12 months?
17%

15%

15%

53%

1 client

2017

2 clients
3 clients

8%

15%

17%

60%

2018

> 3 clients

What is your current work situation?
I have multiple assignments
with multiple clients

65%

19%

I am working on one assignment

I have multiple assignments
with one client
I voluntary have no assignments
at the moment
I involuntary have no assignments
at the moment

10%

4%

2%

Side note:
Figures of 2017 are slightly different from last year’s report due to continuous improvement of the underlying data. Data of the most recent
year are preliminary. The most recent presentations of figures are leading.
Source: Intelligence Group (2019)
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Women in IT earn less than their male colleagues
Differences occur partly because of a position gap (women fill other positions than men), and
partly because women tend to negotiate on other terms of employment than men. Men tend to
negotiate on salary, whereas for women flexible working hours or a part-time contract are more
important to negotiate.
Looking at the average hourly rates of self-employed IT professionals, it is noticeable that there is a
large spread in the rates they charge.

Average gross monthly salaries for various groups of IT professionals

E 2,950

E 3,500

E 4,750
E 4,550

Junior

Mid-career

Senior

Men

E 3,850
Women

Average hourly rate of a self-employed IT professional: €75-€80
E 25

5%

E 25 / E 50

22%

E 50 / E 75

28%
41%

E 75 / E 100
16%

E 100 <

Medior:
€ 60-€ 70

Senior:
€75- €85

*The sample of junior self-employed IT professionals for this question
in our research was too small to make a reliable statement about this
particular topic.
Source: Intelligence Group (2019)
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5

Research
justification
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Research justification
• This paper has been created by means of Intelligence Group’s data. Since 2003, Intelligence
Group has been conducting the biggest and broadest labour market research in the
Netherlands on a ongoing basis: the Labour Market Behavioural Research [Arbeidsmarkt
GedragsOnderzoek] (AGO), which is characterized by up-to-dateness, reliability,
representativeness, and independence. The most recent dataset used for this is based on
32,169 respondents and is weighted based on the numbers of the National Statistics Bureau
(Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, CBS).
• The target group of IT professionals is very well represented in Intelligence Group’s Dutch
database. The quantitative research for this paper concerns highly educated IT professionals.
• Additional sources have been used to obtain more detailed information about the demand
for this target group and the new generations on the labour market: Jobfeed, CBS and Dienst
Uitvoering Onderwijs (DUO: registration of students and graduates of all public education
institutes).
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Sterksen & Intelligence Group
TM

Sterksen is a Dutch-based recruitment
services company. Sterksen specializes
in executive search, RPO/recruitment
outsourcing and IT & Technology Talent
Search.
With offices in Breda and Utrecht we
deliver recruitment services to a variety of
Corporate and Corporate Mid Market clients
in The Netherlands and work on vacancy
demand in North Western Europe.

Intelligence Group is an international Data
& Tech company in the field of labour
market and recruitment data. We focus on
collecting, storing and enriching labour
market-related data for the purpose of
improving the recruitment of employees
(or staff ) by employers and increasing
international mobility. This data is made
available to our clients via reports,
innovative dashboards and APIs.

Erik Hollander
Head of Sales & marketing, Sterksen
erik.hollander@sterksen.com

Gijs de Haas van Dorsser
Managing Director, Intelligence Group
gijs@intelligence-group.nl
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